
 Guidance in creating & following a daily spiritual practice
 Creating healthier & stronger relationships with a foundation of self-love
 Consciously choosing ways to prioritize eating habits for wellbeing
 Creating a simple meditation practice for inner calm and inner peace 

 
You will learn this and more,

2021 Special Online & Local Course Offering in Maui  
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"

Benefits all relationships, especially w/ourselves, keiki & ohana.
 

Meet Robin: As a former special education teacher, counselor & survivor
of (3) traumatic brain injuries, Robin thrives. Intuitively she was able to
bypass her injured thinking brain & feel her way through life choosing
love over fear. Robin shares how she overcame the many traumas &
found lasting health, happiness & wellbeing despite the odds.

Learn about your spiritual origin and potential 
to transform your life! 

 
 

RobinJBloom.com | CoursesRobinJBloom.com | (808) 855-0338
 

Aloha Maui Ohana! "How to Sustain Love in
Your Life," is a breakthrough course about
creating a healthier way to live. The course is
designed for those who want more out of life
and are willing to commit to their inner
growth. As a parent, these changes can be
easily role-modeled to your children. Come
join us & learn "what to change in your life &
how to change it." A unique course unlike any
other!

If you desire a happy life, you must first be happy with yourself! 

 
$225 VALUE | (6) 2-hr Sessions, Instruction, Q&A, Guided Meditation

  Dates: May 13 - Jun 17, 2021, Day: Thurs, Time: 1:30 - 3:30 pm, *Limited Seating 
Location: 808 Wellness, 2439 S. Kihei Rd, Suite #208A, (Rainbow Mall), Kihei, HI 

Includes COURSE BOOKLET (pdf-download) & (3) BONUS GIFTS 
  

 

CLICK TO ENROLL: RobinJBloom.com/online-store 

https://www.robinjbloom.com/
https://www.coursesrobinjbloom.com/courses/how-to-sustain-love-in-your-life
https://808wellness.com/events/
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store


How to Sustain Love in Your Life 

In a flash, my life would change. I would feel deeply lost, stripped of all nonessentials,
alone, and left at the curb for a very long time. I would die every day as love would find
me.

As a self-taught and thriving survivor of three brain injuries, I wanted more out of life. I
wanted not only a complete recovery but, more radically, a life with deeper meaning,
love, and happiness. Secretly, I would imagine relationships that were harmonious, free,
and alive! I was patient, and I was determined.

Love is the spiritual energy in which we thrive! Without love, there is no connection to
the vitality of life. Like, the withering away of a flower wanting to bloom. We also know
that life does not happen by chance. Life occurs by positive and active change, but we
must first choose.

Continually, I am experiencing deeper love as love finds me. By investing in ourselves to
do the inner work, we choose to take a leap that provides a huge relief with a sense of
accomplishment. Life becomes effortless and fulfilling.

On a grander scale, our entire world is changing. Many are awakening to discover the
comfortable life they knew is gone, although that lifestyle was not always loving. We are
transformative beings, especially when we come together. The love we create, by our
conscious connections and presence alone, becomes the healing balm in which we
thrive. This wisdom, we cannot deny.

The current states of chaos & confusion on our planet are counter-intuitive to our
natural state of love. Those who resonate can feel this angst deep within their hearts. 

Each of us is empathic, intuitive, and know-how to alchemize energy from pain into love,
but we have forgotten and are often unaware of these gifts. Spiritual awakening opens
us to the awareness of our abilities to heal ourselves and the planet. We and the earth
have all we need for our sustenance.

Rest assured, we are creating a new world when we desire to live harmoniously and
compassionately with one another. A world where everyone thrives, honors, respects,
and consciously creates. This more expanded sense of freedom and autonomy
powerfully sustains the love and life we all deserve!

With love, Robin

PS: My passion is to inspire and empower individuals to live life fully. In this offering, I
hope to support you in creating the life of your dreams and more, accept nothing less!



Event: How to Sustain Love in Your Life with Robin J. Bloom, is being offered on
Date: 5/13/21/ - 6/17/21, Time: Thurs, 1:30 – 3:30 pm, Location: 808 Wellness.com, 
2439 S. Kihei Rd, Suite 208-A, Kihei, HI 96753. 

Tentatively, a 2nd class will open on 
6/24/21 - 7/29/21, Th, 1:30 - 3:30 pm, at 808 Wellness. *Limited Seating

Registration: RobinJBloom.com/Online-Store | Phone:( 808) 855-0338, Robin

*A self-paced and online version of the course is available at CoursesRobinJBloom.com 
 
*Website: RobinJBloom.com *For more course information, click the red link, Create A
Life You Deserve, on the website
 
Robin J. Bloom Spiritual Teacher, Coach, Author
 

 

https://808wellness.com/events/
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.coursesrobinjbloom.com/courses/how-to-sustain-love-in-your-life
https://www.coursesrobinjbloom.com/courses/how-to-sustain-love-in-your-life
https://www.robinjbloom.com/
https://www.robinjbloom.com/about


Guidance in creating & following a daily spiritual practice
Creating healthier & stronger relationships with a foundation of self-love
Consciously choosing ways to prioritize eating habits for wellbeing
Practical understanding of energy & how to navigate it in harmonious ways
Understanding unity consciousness & how that may impact our lives
Consciously creating & manifesting your desires
Understanding what supports & disrupts your spiritual wellbeing
Everyday activities to open your heart
Practical ways to clear & balance energy
Creating a simple meditation practice

Living in the magic of love, following your heart and feeling your inner strength
Experiencing meaningful relationships built on mutual love & respect
Taking charge of your life, finding lasting joy, happiness, and personal freedom 
Being accountable & responsible for choices & actions 
Creating from a space of love & harmony, manifesting an abundant supply to meet
material needs
Living intuitively from the heart & mind allowing for wise & compassionate decision-
making
Collaboration, cooperation, and community building, bonding with like-minded
individuals
Experiencing a deeper love for self, others & the planet, a reverence for all life 

BULLET POINTS
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"

 

You will learn this and more...

At the end of this course, you will know & understand "how to sustain love in your life
as a a conscious creator." This equates to having the tools & freedom to create a life
you deserve. The course is simple, yet profound in how you transform from the inside
out where lasting happiness & joy can be found.

As you walk your path and continue with a spiritual practice, you may find yourself...



 
BONUS GIFTS

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!"
 

The Bonus Gifts are designed to add value & support on your journey!
 

1) "11 Powerful Ways to Sustain Love"
These "go-to solutions," taken from my personal experiences, remarkably kept me in
alignment on my path. You will see conflicts transforming into opportunities as you begin
living your dreams with greater clarity & conviction.

2) "11 Vital Tips for Conscious Creators" 
Keeping "positively fit" is needed for consciously creating your desires. On off days, this is
like having a personal guide that helps you to easily realign and reset your energies. With
the many distractions and demands of life, it's vital to be disciplined, committed & aware
of your energetics and the part they play in manifesting your dreams.

3) "My Daze of Brain Injury: The Dance of Destiny"
Enjoy Robin's first book, My Daze of Brain Injury (pdf-download), which details more of
the physical journey that inspired her healing & discovery of the power of love. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



COURSE CURRICULUM

Course Offering: " How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" by Robin J. Bloom, Chapters 1-6
 

Meet Robin

Welcome Letter

INTRODUCTION - KEY CONCEPTS 

CHAPTER 1: "CREATING YOUR SPIRITUAL PRACTICE" ------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 1

LESSON #1: "Expressions of Love"

LESSON #2: "Meditation is Key"

LESSON #3: " Transformative Movement of Energy"

LESSON #4: "High-Vibrational Eating & Hydration with Water"

RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Tree of Peace" (36.24) or "You Are Amazing" (30:31)

CHAPTER 1: Wisdom Review 

CHAPTER 2: WHAT IS ENERGY? ------------------------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 2

LESSON #1: "Theory of Special Relativity, Dr. Albert Einstein"

LESSON #2: "What is Unity Consciousness?"

LESSON #3: "What is the First Law of Conservation of Energy?"



RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Open Chakras & Ground Your Energy" (31:02)

CHAPTER 2 - Wisdom Review 

CHAPTER 3:  HOW DO WE CREATE USING ENERGY? --------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 3

LESSON #1: "Your Focus Creates"

LESSON #2: "Thoughts, Feelings, Beliefs & Creation"

LESSON #3: "Where Do Thoughts Originate?"
PDF "Abraham-Hick's Emotional Guidance Scale"

RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Manifest Any Desire" (27:45)

CHAPTER 3 - Wisdom Review 

CHAPTER 4: WHAT SUPPORTS & DISRUPTS OUR WELLBEING? -------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 4

LESSON #1: "The Value of Love"

LESSON #2: "The Value of Fear"

RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Unblocking the Flow of Abundance Daily Manifestation" (18:59)

CHAPTER 4 - Wisdom Review 

CHAPTER 5: ENERGY ALCHEMY - TOOLS, TIPS & INSIGHT --------------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 5

LESSON #1: "How to Unravel Energy Leaks?"



Gift #1: "11 Powerful Ways to Sustain Love"
Gift #2: "11 Vital Tips for Conscious Creators"

LESSON #2: "Clearing Your Energy"

RECOMMENEDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Balancing Masculine & Feminine Energies" (24:00)

CHAPTER 5 - Wisdom Review 

CHAPTER 6: MEDITATION SUSTAINS LOVE -----------------------------------------------

INTRODUCTION CH 6

LESSON #1: "Meditation: A Gift to Ourselves"

LESSON #2: "Benefits of Meditation"

RECOMMENDED GUIDED MEDITATION: By Rasa Lukosiute
"Activating Joy - Most Powerful Emotion (for Health & Abundance) (21:45)

CHAPTER 6 - Wisdom Review 

Thank You Letter

BONUS GIFTS:

 
 
 
 
 
 

RobinJBloom.com
RobinJBloom333@gmail.com

(808) 855-0338

https://www.robinjbloom.com/


Reveling in the earth's abundance you will find Robin. She is a lover of life enjoying
the serenity and simplicity of a summer's breeze while dipping her toes in the ocean.

 
Robin's passion for life is the result of many losses as a thriving survivor of three

brain injuries. Intuitively, she was able to bypass her injured thinking brain and feel
her way through life choosing "love over fear."

 
Robin enjoys empowering families to live life fully as conscious creators that know
how to sustain love. She shares through her experiences of transformation. Learn

more about Robin's journey at www.RobinJBloom.com/about

Robin loves children, animals & nature. She
is the author of My Daze of Brain Injury,

Wake Up! We're Going Home & 126 Ways to
Win the Heart & Mind. Her college

experiences include a BS in Special
Education & Elementary Education, and a

MEd in Counseling.
 

Meet  Rob i n  J .  Bloom

Create a life you deserve for you & your family!
RobinJBloom.com / RobinJBloom333@gmail.com / (808) 855-0338

https://www.robinjbloom.com/about
https://www.robinjbloom.com/


 
 
 

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" Maui Course Offering  $225
(6) 2-hr Sessions, Instruction, Q&A, Guided Meditation, Includes Course Booklet

(pdf-download) & (3) Bonus Gifts. 
Registration: www.RobinJBloom.com/online-store 

 
"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" Spiritual Coaching  $125  

Available for 1-hr Sessions to support those enrolled or have enrolled in the
course. 

Visit: www.RobinJBloom.com/booking-services or Spiritual Coaching pg. 
 

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" Online Course Offering  $47
4-hr self-paced course, student access available for 180 days

Visit: www.Courses.RobinJBloom.com
 

Soft Copy Books  $15 each/2 for $25 (local prices) 
"My Daze of Brain Injury:The Dance of Destiny," "Wake Up! We're Going Home"

Also available at: www.RobinJBloom.com / Amazon.com
 

 E-Book, (3) versions | $7.99 Desktop, $4.99 Laptop, $4.99 Mobile
"126 Quotes to Win the Heart & Mind," a compilation of wisdom quotes 

reflective of Robin's journey. Quotes are taken from her 
first two books & "How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" course. 

Visit: www.RobinJBloom.com/online-store
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

"How to Sustain Love in Your Life!" 
Services & Products

 
RobinJBloom.com | RobinJBloom333@gmail.com | (808) 855-0338
If you desire a happy life, you must first be happy with yourself!

https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.robinjbloom.com/booking-services
https://www.coursesrobinjbloom.com/courses/how-to-sustain-love-in-your-life
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.amazon.com/gp/bookseries/B07FCQ2YVD/ref=dp_st_145254638X
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.robinjbloom.com/online-store
https://www.robinjbloom.com/

